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Learn all about WHATS’ON, the worldwide market-leading Business Management Platform for media companies. Hiding all
complexity from the users, WHATS’ON will enable you to unify content, rights and planning workflows across multiple VOD
and Linear platforms.
With one source of truth, touchless operations, and actionable intelligence — the three power principles of a lean content
supply chain — you will be able to drive automation of your back office and produce major efficiencies from content
acquisition, rights management, strategic planning, multi-channel scheduling and publication to smart analytics.
You will manage-by-exception and eliminate hidden waste, such as repetitive, time-consuming and error-prone processes,
waiting times and processing complexity. All departments will work in perfect sync with enhanced collaborative workflows as
real-time data is put at the centre of the ecosystem, driving operations and decisions around one source-of-truth.
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Content Supply Chain
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The unique bedrock and power principles of WHATS’ON
1

WHATS’ON offers the broadest range of

WHATS’ON
CORE UNIFIED
WORKFLOWS

operational functionalities on the market.
All functionalities are tightly integrated into
unified workflows and use one source-of-truth
for rights, content, metadata, and scheduling data.
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WHATS’ON is a configurable, modular

CONTINUITY SCHEDULING
INTERSTITIAL PLANNING GRID
AUTOMATED SECONDARY EVENT SCHEDULING

platform that incorporates best-practice use
cases in the media industry, a proven efficient
deployment methodology, and high-end
adoption and immediate efficiency gains.

3

ON-DEMAND SCHEDULING
AUTOMATED CATCH-UP / PREVIEW PLANNING
ENCODING / TRANSCODING ORCHESTRATION

augmented workflows to ensure fast user

PROMO & INTERSTITIAL
MANAGEMENT

As an open platform WHATS’ON easily

AUTOMATED BUMPER SCHEDULING
SPOT PLANNING

integrates with leading Playout, MAM,
and other tech stack solutions.

4

CONTRACT & RIGHTS
MANAGEMENT

LINEAR SCHEDULING

MEDIA
MANAGEMENT
MUSIC & COPYRIGHT
MANAGEMENT
PRODUCTION
RUNNING ORDER
REPORTING & EXPORTING
ENGINE
LIVE SPORTS

OPEN INTERFACES AND
AI FUNCTIONALITIES

Widely recognized for its extensive and easily
adaptable reporting possibilities, WHATS’ON
allows to easily share data with the entire
organization. This creates additional efficiency
gains in legal, financial and other departments.

5

The 3 power principles of WHATS’ON — one source of truth, touchless operations and actionable intelligence — are the
perfect basis for lean operations. They provide the flexibility to master the evolving complexities of the multiplatform era
without incurring exponentially growing operational costs.

ONE SOURCE OF TRUTH

TOUCHLESS OPERATIONS

ACTIONABLE INTELLIGENC
ACTIONABLE INTELLIGENCE

Reduce separate actions per
channel, platform and region to
one central action

Automation of normal operations
according to configurable
business rules

Visual representation of real-time
data to allow
management-by-exception

Centralized business rule
implementation & flexible
configuration on multiple levels

Non-sequential workflows
supported by decision and action
orchestration

Customizable views to streamline
daily operations

Business monitoring and informed
cross-system decisions

End-to-end ecosystem
integration

Simplified communication
(collaboration and configurable
reporting)

WHATS’ON:

a robust roadmap inspired by
a worldwide client community
“Our approach of co-development with clients ensures
that our functionality is focused on solving emerging

multiplatform challenges and on real-time alignment
between strategy, planning and execution.”
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How WHATS’ON embraces the cloud to unlock the
full potential of the end-to-end Content Supply Chain
WHATS’ON HIVE — our cloud-native platform — supports the deployment of new functionality and features that maximize
the benefits of having one source-of-truth. This also greatly facilitates tighter integration and collaboration between
strategic, planning and operational workflows and tasks within the organization and across the value chain.

WHATS’ON Strategic planning

WHATS’ON Marketplace

WHATS’ON Content Curator

Visualize the content & channel strategy over long
periods of time

Extend the sales reach of your content globally via
the Vuulr online marketplace platform

Manage the prominence and discoverability of
on-demand content

∫ Keep track of changes and simplify collaboration across

∫ Monetize the dormant capital of your back catalogue and

∫ Simplifies the curation of VOD plans as presented on the

stakeholders
∫ Workflow orchestration of cross-functional processes -

Eliminate alignment complexity
∫ Real-time data flow across divisions and management layers

capture value from the increasing global demand for content
∫ Gain access to a wide range of potential buyers that are difficult

– and costly – to reach via traditional sales channels
∫ Integration with WHATS’ON to sync rights availability

information and metadata to ensure quality and buyer traction

OTT platforms as well as the publication and localization of
such plans
∫ Maximizes audience engagement by strategically prioritizing,

categorizing, and planning the prominence of content
∫ Stand-alone tool or integrated with the WHATS’ON VOD

Scheduling module

Support quick strategic and
operational decision-taking
through near real-time
insights into your content
performance on all your
platforms

Drive content
discoverability and
prominence across a
multitude of platforms

Maximize multiplatform
operational efficiency —
avoid exponential cost and
complexity

Achieve tighter and
efficient collaboration
between strategic,
tactical, and operational
tasks and workflows

WHATS’ON Metadata Portal

WHATS’ON Content Cockpit

WHATS’ON Artist Suite

Native web-enabled platform for managing content,
metadata, and artwork

Navigate real-time content performance data
Drive maximum Content ROI

Augmented Intelligence applications to drive
Content ROI and efficiency through smart scheduling

∫ Enables interdepartmental and remote collaboration

∫ Smart content catalogue simulations

∫ Workflow-based suite of Augmented Intelligence products for

∫ Simplifies and shortens workflows

Optimize schedules — gain insight into stock value — make

∫ Raises the quality of your Metadata Hub

better use of available stock

∫ Foundation to connect external partners — auto-enrichment

by external sources

∫ Apply insights into past and future schedules

assisted scheduling
∫ Maximize the potential to capture the intended audiences

and revenue streams

Better predict viewer demand and potential revenues across

∫ Optimally use your content library and available rights

multiple channels

∫ Focus your effort on more strategic tasks

∫ Content ROI analysis

Data insights into ROI per title - revenues generated remaining monetizable value

∫ Rely on maximum workflow automation for less critical tasks

with secured quality (e.g. off-peak scheduling)
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How WHATS’ON generates a rapid return on investment
WHATS’ON provides a rapid return on investment for any media company large or small regardless of
whether an in-house developed or commercial Broadcast Management System is in use. The key reasons are:

1

Easy-to-use, extensive functionalities and features that drive significant efficiency gains and allow your
organization to shift focus from operational tasks to tactical and strategic programming

2

Flexibility to quickly launch new channels, platforms, and business models with limited impact on

3

Fast time-to-value thanks to our capabilities for integration and adaptability, and our proven track

operations
record of successful deployment on time and within budget

Immediate efficiency gain
of 20 to 80%

FAST TIME-TO-VALUE

∫ Adaptable — with limited gap closure

costs/risks

∫ Rapid user adoption throughout the

organization

∫ Media sector specific use cases & best

Lean
Supply
Chain

practices

OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY GAIN
∫ Management-by-exception

∫ Automation / improvement of repetitive tasks
∫ Centralized & configurable business rules
∫ Simplified communication

ELIMINATION OF CONTENT SUPPLY
CHAIN WASTE
∫ Reduced waiting times

∫ Non-sequential workflows
∫ Reduced inventory mismanagement
∫ Minimized misuse of internal resources

through configurable reporting and real-time
information flow

BEST-PRACTICE INNOVATION
∫ Media sector specific co-creation
∫ Cost-effective evolution towards

multiplatform, compared to other solutions
and own development

Content
ROI

IMPROVED CONTENT ROI

∫ Rapid multiplatform expansion at minimal

marginal cost

∫ Ability to maximize returns while containing

costs

Multiplatform cost
avoidance
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Why broadcasters, media networks and video service
providers embrace WHATS’ON
Broadcasters
Key reasons
1
2

3

WHATS’ON provides robust and flexible linear and
non-linear scheduling functionality.
WHATS’ON is an open and adaptable platform
that allows to simplify and unify the tech stack and
supports easy export of data intelligence.
WHATS’ON drives operational agility to secure growth
and cost-effectively manage multiplatform expansion.

More benefits

∫ Avoidance of significant process re-engineering
∫ Integration with existing tech stack
∫ In-depth data configurability to support customization
∫ Customer-specific development if required
∫ Proven fast user adoption
∫ 100% project success rate of delivery on time, within
budget, and in accordance with the agreed specifications

“TV is changing drastically and WHATS’ON is supporting us to enable and manage that change because it is flexible
and adaptable. Implementing WHATS’ON was a wonderful opportunity to work on something so significant in the
broadcast industry and so significant for us. The project was brought in on time and within budget.”
External communication of one of our customers after selecting WHATS’ON.

Media networks
Key reasons
1
2

3

WHATS’ON supports distributed operations and
visibility across markets and distribution channels.
WHATS’ON significantly reduces operational costs
by supporting automation and management-byexception across local, regional, and global entities.
WHATS’ON provides advanced and extensive reporting
capabilities.

More benefits

∫ Customizable APIs with support for user-defined
metadata fields
∫ Ability to launch new channels rapidly and with limited
impact on operational resources
∫ Triangular architecture with Scheduling, Asset 		
Management and Playout tightly integrated, allowing
informed strategic decisions
∫ Ability to work with a partner who has the experience,
in-house capabilities and focus on media workflow
optimization

“We chose WHATS’ON for its multi-functional versatility, robustness, openness and configurability. The collaborative and
can-do mindset of the MEDIAGENIX team also weighed in on the decision. The product architecture and roadmap —
including web interface and Saas model — confirm the solution’s capacity to evolve.”
Feedback from one of our customers after selecting WHATS’ON to replace their existing solution (containing multiple
systems including 2 in-house developments).

Video service providers / telcos
Key reasons
1
2
3

WHATS’ON eliminates the repetitive manual tasks for
on-demand content curation.
WHATS’ON provides real-time insights into the status
of media assets.
WHATS’ON provides significantly more functionality
than media asset management systems. This includes
workflow orchestration to efficiently process VOD,
linear content and metadata assets across multiple
platforms.

More benefits

∫ Modularity allows customers to benefit from the exact
functionality they really need
∫ New modules can be swiftly enabled to accommodate new
business models and needs
∫ Integrated approach towards data
∫ Open platform integrates with existing processing software
∫ Facilitates a smooth transition to meet more demanding
content aggregation challenges

“We relied on MEDIAGENIX and WHATS’ON for the automation of our VOD publication workflow because they have a
strong market reputation and they were fully aware of our specific needs. Their permanent investments to keep their
open WHATS’ON platform evolving ensures continuity. The integration time was very short, and support is always close at hand.”
Telecommunications company commenting on their choice for WHATS’ON as the platform for their VOD service.
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How WHATS’ON makes new business models possible and
profitable
The media landscape is rapidly changing. The need to align with shifting viewer behaviour gives rise to new dynamics, revenue
streams, business models and delivery platforms. When it comes to supporting much-needed innovation among all media
companies in the media value chain, a traditional Broadcast Management System (or Traffic and Scheduling System) will
quickly reach its limits. The flexibility of the WHATS’ON architecture, its richness of core features and functionalities, and the
one-product focus of MEDIAGENIX allow us to keep pace with this rapid market evolution and to support our clients as they
rise to the content supply chain challenges posed by the (r)evolution in the media value chain.
Recent examples of how WHATS’ON can support new business models are Free Ad-Supported Television (FAST), live sports
streaming and broadcasting, and real-time immersive and interactive content scheduling.

Free Ad-Supported Television
(FAST)

∫ Free Ad-Supported Television (FAST)
— i.e. distributing (niche) linear
channels direct to consumer via
streaming platforms and connected
TVs — has taken off rapidly in the US
market in recent years with other
markets following suit.
∫ This market development creates
opportunities for content owners
and established media distribution
players to monetize their content
rights towards a new, rapidly
growing viewer segment.
∫ As the FAST market is starting
to mature and ever more FAST
channels are being launched,
the top priority is now to take a
strategic approach to how content
is packaged and figure out how
to stand out in an increasingly
saturated market.
∫ WHATS’ON is rapidly being adopted
to tackle this challenge with quality,
speed, and efficiency.
“We intend to leverage WHATS’ON’s
extensive programming capabilities
to more efficiently manage and
schedule our significant content
portfolio and rapidly growing
number of ad-supported FAST
channels in a more efficient and
automated manner.”
Tony Huidor, Chief Technology &
Product Officer of Cinedigm

Live sports

∫ The world of live sports is going
through a succession of big
changes in rights management
and monetization, technology,
distribution, and business models.
∫ The systems used for engaging
increasingly fragmented sports
audiences will need to offer the
flexibility, openness, and functional
depth to cope with all that.
∫ The ability to connect with the fans
on their terms and manage the
complexity and unpredictability of
live sports events will determine the
return on investments in live sports.
∫ Pop-up channels with dedicated
content, last-minute changes
and EPG updates, automated
adaptations to dynamic timelines,
and automated reversioning and
localization are just a few examples
of how WHATS’ON is creating value
when it comes to maximizing the
monetization potential of live sports
rights.
“With 25,000 live events a year,
we had to invent the workflow. (…)
Automation can only be delivered
in a system where WHATS’ON is a
very important part.”
Scott Ferguson, Vice President
Content Planning and Analysis at
DAZN Group

Real-time immersive and
interactive content scheduling

∫ Media is all about making
memorable experiences happen.
The combination of new
technologies with the ability to
merge and integrate established
distribution models is creating
new opportunities that take these
experiences to the next level.
∫ A case in point is the Outernet
experience in the heart of Central
London, where the epic scale of 360
degree 16K floor-to-ceiling screens
and immersive audio and aroma
comes together with the world’s
greatest storytellers and information
providers. Commuters, local
communities, and tourists will enjoy
a new experience every day thanks
to a carousel of broadcasters, video
artists, news sources, advertisers, and
live events.
∫ Outernet selected MEDIAGENIX as
their solution partner to manage
their content scheduling needs for
all their channels across multiple
locations.
“We needed to partner with vendors
who not only had a proven track
record but who could adapt
quickly to the new and distinctive
challenges Outernet presented.”
Mike Whittaker, CTO of Outernet
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How MEDIAGENIX sets new standards as solution provider
At MEDIAGENIX we have been focusing on developing our flagship platform WHATS’ON since 1992. Today we are recognized
as the industry leader who sets the standard for a Media Business Management Platform that keeps evolving with the
dynamic multiplatform market. We bring media companies all the benefits of lean content supply chain operations so that
they can keep costs under control and manage the return on investment in content.
Continuously investing in WHATS’ON, we are following a robust roadmap driven by co-development with a client community
that comprises global media networks, regional and local public and private broadcasters, sports channels, content owners,
and many other players across all regions and markets. This way we keep adding and improving functionalities and features that
solve operational, tactical, and strategic challenges that are unique to the media industry.

• Co-development strategy

“Our development strategy is to bring
our client base a constant stream of
new functionalities — in full sync with
their roadmap evolution.”

• One-product company
• Robust roadmap
• Industry leader setting standards

MEDIAGENIX is also committed to supporting media companies in achieving maximum business value from their investment.
We maintain partnership agreements with many nascent tech-stack companies to make sure existing investments can be
reused as much as possible and to facilitate a smooth and qualitative transition with a limited impact on operations. Providing
support for your strategic change projects and/or alignment with your best practices and use cases, our in-house industry and
technology experts help you get the most out of your WHATS’ON platform. Together with your operational experts they make
sure that implementation is rapid and controlled and has no impact on your services to your viewers.

150+

media groups

2500+

channels & services

2 Bn+
audience

250+

10,000+

experts

users

Making Memorable Media Experiences Happen

For more information about MEDIAGENIX and WHATS’ON
visit www.mediagenix.tv or contact us:

Learn more about
WHATS’ON
Book a demo now

MEDIAGENIX EMEA
Nieuwe Gentsesteenweg 21/1
1702 Groot-Bijgaarden - Belgium

+32 2 467 34 30
europe@mediagenix.tv

MEDIAGENIX AMERICAS
13621 NW 12th St, Suite 110
Sunrise, Fl 33323 - USA

+1 (786) 789-4259
americas@mediagenix.tv

MEDIAGENIX ASIA
16 Raffles Quay – #33-03
Hong Leong Building - Singapore 048581

+65 9831 0237
asia@mediagenix.sg

Asia Center Building - 28th Floor, Room No. 127
Bangkok 10120 - Thailand

+66 945 868 560
asia@mediagenix.sg

